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Abstract. The development of spatiotemporal database systems is primarily
motivated by applications tracking and presenting mobile objects. Another
important trend is the visualization and processing of spatial data using XMLbased representations. Such representations will be required by Internet
applications as well as by location-based mobile applications. In this paper, an
architecture for supporting queries on XML-represented moving objects is
presented. An important requirement of applications using such an architecture
is to be kept informed about new, relocated, or removed objects fulfilling a
given query condition. Consequently, the spatiotemporal database system must
trigger its clients by transmitting the required information about the relevant
updates. Such queries are called continuous queries. For processing continuous
queries, we have to reduce the volume and frequency of transmissions to the
clients. In order to achieve this objective, parameters are defined, which model
technical restrictions as well as the interest of a client in a distinct update
operation. However, delaying or even not transmitting update operations to a
client may decrease the quality of the query result. Therefore, measures for the
quality of a query result are required.

1. Introduction
The research activities in the field of spatial database systems have been shifted to the
investigation of spatiotemporal database systems. Projects like "Chorochronos" [21]
and a sequence of workshops (e.g. [10], [24], [25]) are indicators of this trend. The
main topics of interest are the structure of time and space, data models and query
languages, the efficient processing of queries by using adequate storage structures and
database architectures, and the design of graphical user interfaces for spatiotemporal
data. The investigation of spatiotemporal database systems is especially motivated by
applications, which require to track and to visualize moving objects. Many of these
applications originate from the field of traffic telematics, which combines techniques
from the areas of telecommunication and computer science in order to establish traffic
information and assistance services. Such applications ([33], [1]) require the
management of moving objects, e.g., of vehicles of a fleet.
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Another trend is the visualization and processing of spatial data via the Internet
using XML. Current geographical information systems (GIS) or systems just
announced (e.g. [9], [23]) (will) support the XML-based Geography Markup
Language (GML) [15]. The next step will be the support of mobile applications. Now,
the (intermediate) standard GPRS (General Radio Packet Service) is being launched
in Europe. By introducing the new mobile telephone standard UMTS (Universal
Radio Packet Service), this trend will be dramatically enforced. One common
property of mobile applications is that they refer to locations and, therefore, require
the transmission of spatial or spatiotemporal data. The appearance of mobile
applications has also an impact on the devices used for presenting data: In addition to
personal computers and workstations, personal digital assistants (PDAs) or mobile
telephones are used as Internet clients. However, the computing power of such
devices is rather restricted compared to traditional computers. In addition, the speed
and throughput of wireless networks are limited and are subject to large variations.
The combination of these trends requires a suitable architecture for the XML-based
representation and visualization of moving spatial objects. This architecture consists
of the chain beginning at the client, which is responsible for the visualization of the
spatial objects and for the user interaction, over suitable middleware up to the
spatiotemporal database system. A special task of such an architecture is to support
clients differing in the technology used for presenting and transmitting data in order to
support traditional Internet applications as well as location-based mobile applications.
Applications tracking and presenting mobile objects require to be kept informed
about new, relocated, or removed objects fulfilling a given query condition.
Consequently, the spatiotemporal database system must trigger its clients by
transmitting the necessary information about such update operations. The query,
which causes this process, is called continuous query [28]. The result set of a
continuous query is not only influenced by the update operations occurring in the
database and by the given query condition, but – especially for mobile applications –
also by the capability of the client to process the result. Typically, technical
restrictions limit the computing power of the clients, the maximum resolution of
spatial distances the client is able to distinguish, and the maximum speed and
throughput of the connection between the database system and the client. Therefore, it
is not advisable to transmit the complete result of a continuous query. Instead, a
reasonable filtering must be performed. However, delaying or even not transmitting
update operations to a client may decrease the quality of the query result. Therefore,
indicators for the quality of the result of a continuous query are required.
The paper starts with a description of the architecture for querying XMLrepresented moving objects. The components of the architecture are discussed; a
special attention is given to the integration of representations like GML and SVG
(Scalable Vector Graphics). In section 3, a short definition of the data model
describing the spatiotemporal objects is given. After a classification of update
operations occurring in a spatiotemporal database system, a formal definition of the
result set of the continuous query is presented in section 3.4. In order to reduce the
volume and frequency of transmissions to the clients, corresponding parameters are
defined and integrated into the architecture in section 4. Measures for the quality of
the results after applying such restrictions are presented in section 4.4. Section 5 gives

an overview of related work. Finally, the paper concludes with a summary and an
outlook on future work.

2. Architecture for Querying XML-represented Moving Objects
In this section, an architecture for querying XML-represented moving spatial objects
is presented. The diagram in figure 1 gives an overview of the basic components and
the dataflow within this architecture. The single components are described in the rest
of this section.
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Fig. 1: An architecture for supporting an XML-based representation and visualization
of moving spatial objects.

2.1 The Client
The main task of a client is the presentation of the data and the interaction with the
user. From the point of view of a database system, the clients formulate the queries
and take the query results. Another task of the client is the communication with the
Internet server.
In the following, the visualization of moving spatial objects, typical queries, and
the communication of the clients with the Internet server are discussed.

2.1.1 The Visualization
By using TV consoles, PDAs, or mobile telephones in addition to PCs and
workstations as Internet clients, the properties of clients differ very much. This is
caused by using different Internet browsers, operating systems, and hardware. These
differences require using different techniques for presenting the data. Spatiotemporal
data are primarily represented by vector data. However, there exists no general
standard for representing vector data in the Internet. Typical solutions of this problem
in the field of geographical information systems (GIS) are the following:
• The usage of raster maps, which are dynamically generated by the server site (see
e.g. [5]). A restricted functionality of the client and a high data volume are the
consequences.
• The second solution is using additional programs that extend the functionality of
the Internet browser. Depending on the field, where the application is used,
Active-X components, plug-ins, or applets can be found. Especially, occasional
users of Internet applications presenting maps are deterred by such solutions [2].
• Comparable to the second solution is the use of proprietary data formats like
Macromedia Flash [12], which have cartographic restrictions [14]. Furthermore,
they are not standardized.
The goal is a data format for vector data, which is flexible as well as standardized.
Therefore, an obvious solution is using an XML-based data representation. A suitable
candidate is the graphical standard SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics). Version 1.0 of
SVG has currently the status of a candidate recommendation of the WWW
consortium [32]. It has many features that allow representing and visualizing
cartographic information [14]:
• SVG supports vector data as well as raster data. All essential geometric features are
supported.
• SVG allows grouping objects, i.e., the definition of layers.
• Local coordinate systems are supported by transformations. Spatial objects can be
clipped.
• An extensive and flexible formatting is supported by cascading stylesheets (CSS2).
• Event handling can be embedded into a graphic by using scripts (JavaScript).
In order to use a graphical data format (and the corresponding viewers) for visualizing
moving objects, update features with respect to the already visualized objects are
required. Inserting new objects as well as removing and updating existing objects
(especially with respect to their position but also with respect to their shape or other
properties) are operations, which must be supported by the client (see also section
3.2). SVG allows such modifications by permitting a complete access to the
corresponding document object model (DOM). This object tree can be modified by
embedded scripts (e.g. written in JavaScript). Figure 2 depicts an example where
moving objects are visualized by an SVG viewer.
For standard Internet browsers it can be expected that they will soon support SVG
without requiring additional plug-ins. However, for devices like PDAs or mobile

telephones, this cannot be expected. Furthermore, the power of such “micro viewers”
may be too limited for supporting moving objects. Therefore, the architecture must be
flexible in order to support other data formats for such devices.

Fig. 2: Visualization of moving vehicles on the street map of the City of Oldenburg by
Adobe’s SVG viewer. The moving objects have been created by a data generator [3].

2.1.2 The Queries
In principle, we can distinguish the following types of queries:
• Standard database queries without any temporal or spatial query conditions.
• Spatial queries having one (or more) spatial query condition(s).
This type of queries can be transformed into a set of basic spatial queries like
window queries, point queries, and spatial joins. Well-known indexing and
optimization techniques of spatial database systems can be used for performing this
type of queries. For an overview see [7].
• A spatiotemporal query consists of temporal and of spatial query conditions.
For optimizing such queries, a spatiotemporal database system is required. The
result set of a spatiotemporal query typically consists of the objects existing at one
distinct time stamp or at a period described by an interval of time stamps.
Furthermore, the objects fulfill spatial conditions, e.g., they intersect a given query
window. A spatiotemporal query may consist of additional query conditions
without any spatial or temporal criteria. Temporal queries without any spatial
query condition may also exist, but they are not typical of a spatiotemporal
database system.

• For depicting moving objects, a variant of a spatiotemporal query is required: its
temporal query condition consists of a time interval between the current time and
the unlimited future. In this case, all current objects fulfilling the other query
conditions are transmitted from the database system to the client. Then, a
continuous update of the client is required: new, relocated or removed objects are
detected by the database system and are - as soon as advisable or necessary –
transmitted to the client. The treatment of such continuous queries is of special
interest to this paper.
The formulation of spatiotemporal queries requires a foundation for representing the
objects, their attributes and the query conditions. A fundamental work for the
representation of spatiotemporal objects is the paper of Güting et al. [8] where
spatiotemporal data types and operations are presented and embedded into a query
language. An adaptation for a discrete data model can be found in [6]. For using such
results in an XML-based environment, a corresponding XML notation is required. In
figure 1, this is indicated by the notation „spatiotemporal XQL“.
2.1.3 The Communication with the Internet Server
The processing of the queries requires a communication with the Internet server.
Typically, the transmission of data from the server to the client is initiated by the
client. However, the processing of continuous queries requires server-initiated data
transmissions. This is an untypical operation and cannot be found in comparable
server architectures. A client does not know when and how many objects are changed
in the spatiotemporal database. On the abstract level that means that the roles of the
server and of the client have changed.
For updating clients typically server-push technology is used [13]. Such a pushing
is based on a stable TCP connection and allows an update by transmitting complete
HTML pages. One disadvantage of this technique is the high number of active
connections to the server. For applications depicting spatiotemporal objects,
transmitting complete pages is unsuitable because generally only a small part of the
depicted objects has been modified between two updates. For example, in a map
where moving vehicles or traffic jams are depicted, only some of these objects may
change but not the rest or the background like the street map. A complete
transmission would be a waste of time; especially for mobile applications, this
solution cannot be applied.
A solution of this problem is to start a server thread at the client site. This can be
done by a small applet, which registers the client at the Internet server. This
mechanism allows an identification of the client after an HTTP request is finished.
This identification, e.g. the IP address of the client and an assigned port number, are
stored in an administrative database. In figure 1, the server thread at the client site is
indicated by the “communicator” within the box of the Internet browser.

2.2 The Internet Server
The Internet server is a standard HTTP server handling the page requests of the
clients. Additionally, it passes the queries of the clients to the map server and
transforms the query results into the client-specific data representations considering
particular style formats.
2.2.1 Processing of the Query Results
As mentioned before, different types of clients may require different data formats. We
assume that these representations are described by XML. On the other hand, the other
components of the architecture should not handle several data formats in order to
minimize their complexity. Instead, a uniform representation (also described by
XML) is reasonable to use. For the representation of spatial objects, the OpenGIS
consortium (OGC) proposed an XML-based specification, the Geography Markup
Language GML [15]. In contrast to SVG, which is a format for displaying vector data,
GML allows characterizing the properties of geographic features. The GML definition
must be extended for representing properties, which are specific for moving spatial
objects. This extension is called temporal GML in the following; it is the data format
used for the data provided by the map server.
For converting temporal GML into another XML representation, the usage of XSL
transformations is suitable. The transformation part of XSL (Extensible Style
Language) (XSLT) [31] converts an XML document into another XML document by
using XSL stylesheets. For supporting different data formats, it is only necessary that
the Internet server provides suitable XSL stylesheets. An example for an XSL
stylesheet converting GML into SVG is depicted in figure 3. The integration of the
XSL transformers into the Internet server may be done by Java servlets, Java Server
Pages (JSP), or by Active Server Pages (ASP).
In principle, it is possible to perform the XSL transformation on the client site, e.g.,
by the Internet browser. (For example, Microsoft’s Internet Explorer shows quite
reasonable results after updating Windows on the MSXML version 3.0.) However,
for devices of low performance as well as for devices receiving data by (slow)
wireless connections, a transformation at the server side is preferable. Additionally,
by using different CSS stylesheets, a client-specific or even a user-specific formatting
of the data can be achieved.
In comparison to binary data, XML documents considerably increase the required
data volume. However, this problem is mostly compensated by high compression
rates. Preliminary results show that a document describing a large set of
spatiotemporal objects will be compressed by a factor of about 20 if a GML
representation and ZIP compression are used. For SVG, a factor of about 7.5, and for
a binary format, a factor of about 2.5 have been achieved.
2.3 The Map Server
The main task of a map server is to coordinate the co-operation of the database
system(s) and the Internet server. In commercial solutions for managing spatial data,

(one of) the database system(s) is often replaced by a GIS. The map server passes the
queries to the relevant database system(s) and processes the query results. A
spatiotemporal database system manages the data according to spatial and to temporal
aspects. Therefore, it cannot be assumed that the data in the database is
(hierarchically) represented by XML or that the database system can be queried by an
XML-based query language. The map server transforms the queries into the databasespecific query language and converts the results into temporal GML.
GML fragment describing a segment of a street (according to GML version 1.0)
<Feature typeName="StreetEdge3">
<name>734407488</name>
<property typeName="streetname" type="string">Heideweg</property>
<geometricProperty typeName="location">
<LineString><coordinates>8961,8839 8894,8710</coordinates></LineString>
</geometricProperty>
</Feature>

Corresponding SVG fragment
<polyline class="c3" style="stroke-width:25;" points="8961,8839 8894,8710">
</polyline>

Part of the XSL stylesheet that transforms the GML fragment into a corresponding SVG fragment
<xsl:template match="featureMember [starts-with(@typeName,'StreetEdge')]">
<xsl:element name="polyline">
<xsl:attribute name="class">
c<xsl:value-of select="substring-after(@typeName,'StreetEdge')"/>
</xsl:attribute>
<xsl:attribute name="style">
stroke-width:<xsl:value-of select="$revscale"/>;
</xsl:attribute>
<xsl:attribute name="points">
<xsl:value-of select="Feature/geometricProperty/LineString/coordinates"/>
</xsl:attribute>
</xsl:element>
</xsl:template>

Fig. 3: Example for transforming GML into SVG by using XSL transformations.

2.4 The Spatiotemporal Database System
The final component of the architecture depicted in figure 1 is the spatiotemporal
database system. It stores the non-moving spatial objects as well as the moving
objects. Our architecture supports especially querying spatial and spatiotemporal data;
these queries are processed by the spatiotemporal database system.
The spatiotemporal database system serves one or more clients requesting data
from the database. Changes of the database are performed by processes running
outside of the described architecture (indicated by the symbol “World” in figure 1).
Database triggers are used for initiating the update of the clients.
According to Sellis [21], the main topics of interest in the area of spatiotemporal
databases are related to the structure of time and space, to data models and query

languages, to the efficient processing of queries by using adequate storage structures
and databases architectures, and to the design of graphical user interfaces for
spatiotemporal data. An important aspect of the implementation of spatiotemporal
database systems has been the development of suitable storage structures and
indexing techniques for optimizing the processing of spatiotemporal queries;
examples for such publications are [29], [30], [11], and [17].
In the rest of this paper, we will concentrate the discussion on the continuous
query.

3. Continuous Queries
After a short definition of the model used in this paper for describing spatiotemporal
objects, a classification of the update operations and the definition of the result set of
a continuous query are presented in this section.
3.1 The Model of Spatiotemporal Objects
The following discussion assumes an architecture consisting of a spatiotemporal
database system, which stores the positions and other attributes of moving objects. In
a temporal database, valid time and transaction time are distinguished. The valid time
describes the time when the data were valid or are valid in the modeled reality. The
transaction time is the time, when the data were committed in the database system.
In the following, we assume that a moving object obj having an object identifier
obj.id is described by a sequence of records obji consisting of a spatial location
obji.loc (short: loci), a time stamp obji.time (short: timei) giving the beginning of the
valid time, a time stamp obji.trTime (short: trTimei) giving the transaction time, and
non-spatiotemporal attributes obji.attr (short: attri) (i∈N). A time stamp t is
represented by a natural number (t∈N). If the records obji und obji+1 exist, the valid
time of record obji corresponds to the time interval [timei , timei+1). If no record obji+1
exists for a record obji, the record obji is the current state of the corresponding moving
object from the point of view of the database system. Furthermore, a final record obji
may exist with i > j for all records objj of this spatiotemporal object. A final record
obji indicates the end of the lifetime of the object, e.g., by an empty location. In order
to simplify the discussion, we assume that timei ≤ trTimei holds.
This form of representing spatiotemporal objects is only one option; it can be
replaced by another model because of conceptual reasons [8] or because of
implementation purposes [6].
3.1.1 Describing Spatiotemporal Objects in GML
The building blocks of GML are so-called simple features, which “describe the
geography of entities of the real world” [15]. A feature in GML (version 1.0) may
consist of a name, a description, a bounding box, several (alphanumeric) properties,
and several geometric properties. For realizing the above data model in GML, we
have to represent those attributes by related elements. The object identifier can be

mapped to the element name and the locations can be described by the geometric
properties of GML. The attributes time and trTime are of special interest. One
possibility is to represent them by (alphanumeric) properties. A property element is
defined as follows in GML:
<!ELEMENT property (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST property
typeName
CDATA #REQUIRED
type ( boolean | integer | real | string ) "string" >

That means we can define the types of properties without changing or extending the
DTD (document type definition) of GML (version 1.0).
3.2 Types of Update Operations
At one time stamp, one or more objects may be updated. We can distinguish three
types of updates concerning a spatiotemporal object obj:
1. The insertion of a new object:
In this case, no record having the same object identifier obj.id existed before.
2. The modification of an existing object:
In the general case, any attribute of the object may be changed, i.e. at least one
record having the object identifier obj.id and an older time stamp is already stored
in the database. In this paper, we are especially interested in relocated objects.
Using the model described in section 3.1, a modification requires the insertion of a
new record into the database.
3. The deletion of an existing object:
In this case, at least one record having the object identifier obj.id with an older
time stamp is already stored in the database. The end of the lifetime of the object is
indicated by inserting a corresponding record into the database.
In principle, each of these update operations must notify all concerned clients in order
to update them.
3.3 Classification of Update Operations
A simple solution for performing a continuous query is to inform each client about
every update. However, this is a very inadequate and expensive solution. Especially
for the case where the client is an Internet client, such a solution should not be
considered.
Determining the interest of a client in an update operation requires the evaluation
of the object representation at two consecutive time stamps. This leads to the
following classification of updates. An overview of this classification is given in
figure 4.

Class 1: updates of high interest
This class of updates represents operations, which are of high interest to a client,
because they represent essential changes. The class consists of the following update
operations:
• (I1) Insertion of a new object fulfilling the query condition of the client.
• (D1) Deletion of an object, which has fulfilled the query condition of the client at
the previous time stamp.
• (I2) Modification of an existing object which fulfills the query condition of the
client now but which has not fulfilled the query condition at the previous time
stamp.
• (D2) Modification of an existing object which does not fulfill the query condition
of the client now but which has fulfilled the query condition at the previous time
stamp.
With respect to the client, the two operations (I1) and (I2) are insert operations and
the two other operations (D1) and (D2) are delete operations.
Class 2: updates of no interest
This class consists of the updates, which are of no interest for a client:
• Insertion of a new object not fulfilling the query condition of the client.
• Deletion of an object, which has not fulfilled the query condition of the client at the
previous time stamp.
• Modification of an existing object which neither fulfills the query condition of the
client now nor at the previous time stamp.
A client should not be informed about updates of class 2. Therefore, a component
must exist, which eliminates these operations with respect to distinct clients.
Class 3: updates of medium interest
There exists one operation not belonging to the two classes described above:
• (M1) Modification of an existing object, which fulfills the query at the previous
time stamp as well as now.
With respect to a client, operations of this class are (the only) operations modifying an
existing object. In general, the number of these updates considerably exceeds the
number of operations of high interest. A client is of course interested to be informed
about these modifications. However, if in the sequence of modifications of low
relevance some are skipped, this will be acceptable for a client. Therefore, the
operations (M1) are called updates of medium interest in the following.
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Fig. 4: Types of update operations.
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3.4 Definition of the Result of a Continuous Query
Using the model of spatiotemporal objects of section 3.1 and the classification
described above, we can define the result of a continuous query q with a query
condition c for a client. In the following, ts denotes the database time when the query
is made, ts+n the time when the execution of the query is stopped, and resk is the
result of the query at database time ts +k:
(1) res0 = { (obji, I1) | obji fulfills c ∧ timei ≤ ts ∧ (∀ timej with j ≠ i ⇒ timej < timei)}
resk = { (obji, I1) | obji fulfills c ∧ trTimei = ts+k ∧ (i = 0) } ∪
{ (obji, I2) | obji fulfills c ∧ ¬(obji-1 fulfills c) ∧ trTimei = ts+k } ∪
{ (obji, D1) | obji indicates end of lifetime ∧ obji-1 fulfills c ∧ trTimei = ts+k } ∪
{ (obji, D2) | ¬(obji fulfills c) ∧ obji-1 fulfills c ∧ trTimei = ts+k } ∪
{ (obji, M1) | obji fulfills c ∧ obji-1 fulfills c ∧ trTimei = ts+k } for k ∈ {1, ... ,n}

The set res0 corresponds to the initial result of the continuous query. The results resk
(k>0) contain the incremental updates and should be transmitted to a client at database
time ts+k. However, this is an unrealistic assumption. Therefore, this definition is
only a set target that cannot be achieved. In section 5, we will use this definition for
defining a measure of quality. Suitable parameters for restricting the results of a
continuous query are presented in the next section.

4. Filtering the Results of a Continuous Query
Technical restrictions limit the computing power of the clients, the maximum
resolution of spatial distances the client is able to distinguish, and the maximum speed
and throughput of the connection between the database system and the client.
Therefore, it not advisable to transmit each result set resk of a continuous query.
Instead, a reasonable filtering must be performed.
In order to regulate this filtering, parameters are required for controlling the
process dependent of the (type of) client. In this section, parameters restricting the
time and the space dimension are presented. Then, a measure of interest is discussed,
which allows indicating the interest of a client in an update operation. Finally, a
component for filtering the query results is integrated into our architecture.
4.1 Restricting Parameters
The general demand of a client is to be informed about any interesting update as soon
as possible. However, as mentioned before technical restrictions may prevent to fulfill
such a request. For continuous queries, restrictions with respect to the time and to the
spatial dimension are of special interest.

4.1.1 Time-oriented Parameters
A client is generally connected to the database system by a network. Using the
Internet or a wireless communication, the data volume, which can be transmitted, is
restricted. A frequent update of a client using a slow connection and / or a connection
of restricted capacity is unnecessary. Quite the reverse, too fast or too voluminous
data transmissions lead to data jams preventing a contemporary update of the client.
Another aspect is the computing power of the client. Thus, the number of updates to
be sent is restricted. On the other hand, a minimum data volume may exist which
should be sent in order to use the capacity of the data connection and/or of the client.
The following three parameters describe these restrictions:
• In order to simplify the considerations it is assumed that all operations require the
same transmission volume and the same computing power by the client. Then, the
parameter maxOps describes the number of update operations, which can be sent to
a client per a single data transmission at maximum. Another parameter minOps
denotes the minimum number of operations reasonable be sent. It holds: minOps ≤
maxOps.
• Furthermore, in order to support, e.g., wireless data connections, we assume that
there exists a minimum time period minPeriod between two transmissions to a
client. If update operations were sent to the client at database time t, the next
operations should not be sent before t+minPeriod.
4.1.2 Space-oriented Parameters
Applications depicting spatial data have in general a maximum resolution, i.e. there
exists (in the two-dimensional case) a minimum distance which is distinguishable or
of relevance. If the movement of an object is smaller than the minimum x-distance
minDistx and the minimum y-distance minDisty, it is unnecessary to inform the client
about this movement. Using these two distances, we can define the function
isRelevant as follows:
(2) isRelevant (objprev,objcurr) :=

x-distance (loc curr ,loc prev) ≥ minDistx ∨
y-distance (loc curr ,loc prev) ≥ minDisty

All the parameters described above differ for distinct (types of) clients.
4.2 Measure of Interest
In the former section, we defined parameters in order to filter the operations to be sent
to the client. Consequently, we must select a subset of operations to be transmitted
from the set of all update operations of interest. For performing this filtering, we need
a selection criterion. In section 3.3, we have already classified the operations in two
relevant subsets: class 1 consisting of operations of high interest and class 3 of
operations of medium interest.
For class 1, we can formulate the following requirement: A client should be
informed about the update operations of class 1 as soon as possible. If not all update
operations of class 1 can be sent to a client, the transmission should start with the
operations having the oldest time stamps (with respect to the valid time). The other

operations of this class must be buffered by the database system and are transmitted
(if possible) by the next transmission(s).
Typically, the number of updates of class 3 considerably exceeds the number of
operations of high interest. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the update operations
of class 3 in more detail. The interest of a client in such an update depends on
different factors.
In order to describe the interest of a client in an update operation, we need a
measure of interest. The interest depends especially on the last description the client
has received. This object description is called objlast in the following. The current
description of the object is called objcurr. The measure of interest intr(objlast,objcurr)
can use the attributes time, loc, and attr representing the valid time, the location, and
the non-spatiotemporal attributes of the object description, respectively. The measure
of interest may change in an arbitrary manner between two succeeding update
operations.
For example, a measure of interest may be computed as follows (dist denotes the
Euclidean distance):
(3) intr(objlast,objcurr) := (timecurr - timelast) + wloc * dist (loccurr , loclast)

A suitable factor wloc is required for equalizing the influence of time and space.
4.3 Integration of a Component for Filtering Objects
Computing the measure of interest requires an efficient computation of the last object
descriptions the client has received for deciding, which update operations of class 3
are of relevance to a client. If the relevance exceeds a given threshold, the object
representation will be sent. If the number of records exceeds the maximum allowed
number, some operations have to be buffered..
The component responsible for determining the objects to be transmitted and for
buffering the candidates, which may be sent at the next transmission(s), is the filtering
component of our architecture. In figure 1, it is depicted as a part of the
spatiotemporal database system.

5. Measure of Quality
A measure of quality can be used for two purposes:
1.

2.

For determining the quality of a filtering algorithm. Then, an assessment is
possible which of two or more algorithms shows the best behavior in the same
situation.
For controlling the behavior of an algorithm running in the filter component. If
the quality becomes too low, for example, the parameters presented in section 4.1
may be changed.

5.1 Definitions of Restricted Result Sets
For the definition of a measure of quality, two further result sets of a continuous
query are defined. A sequence res’i will be called a complete result of a continuous
query q if the following conditions hold:
(4) res’0 ⊆ res0
res’k ⊆ { (obji, I1) ∉ RES’(k) | obji fulfills c ∧ ts ≤ trTimei ≤ ts+k ∧ (i = 0) } ∪ res0 ∪
{ (obji, I2) ∉ RES’(k) | obji fulfills c ∧ ¬(obji-1 fulfills c) ∧ ts ≤ trTimei ≤ ts+k } ∪
{ (obji, D1) ∉ RES’(k) | obji indicates eol ∧ obji-1 fulfills c ∧ ts ≤ trTimei ≤ ts+k } ∪
{ (obji, D2) ∉ RES’(k) | ¬(obji fulfills c) ∧ obji-1 fulfills c ∧ ts ≤ trTimei ≤ ts+k } ∪
{ (obji, M1) ∉ RES’(k) | obji fulfills c ∧ obji-1 fulfills c ∧ ts ≤ trTimei ≤ ts+k }
for k ∈ {1, ... ,n’} with n’ ≥ n
n

with

t res

m =0

n'

m

= t res ' m and
m =0

(obji,opi)∈res’k ⇒ (objj,opj)∉RES’(n’+1) ∨ (objj,opj)∈RES’(k) for j < i
k −1

where RES'(k) is defined by RES ' (k ) := t res' m
m =0

Again, the set res’0 corresponds to the initial result of a continuous query and the
results resk (k>0) contain the incremental updates, which are transmitted to the client
at database time ts+k. The union of all subsets resk of definition (1) is identical to the
union of all subsets res’k of definition (4). Furthermore, the order of operations
(obji,op) is not altered for a spatiotemporal object obj.
A sequence res”i will be called a consistent partial result of a continuous query q
if the following conditions hold (res’k is defined in equation (4)):
(5) res”k ⊆’ res’k for k ∈ {0, ... , n’}
with

(obji,opi)∈res”k ⇒ (obji,opi)∈res’k ∨
(opi∈{I1,I2} ∧ (obji,M1)∈res’k ∧ (objj,opi)∈res’j with j<i) ∨
(opi=M1 ∧ (obji,op’i ∈res’k ∧ (objj,opj)∈res’j with j<i, op’i∈{I1,I2},
opj∈{D1,D2} )

and

(obji,opi)∈res”k ⇒ (objj,opj)∉RES”(n’+1) ∨ (objj,opj)∈RES”(k) for j < i

and

(obji,opi∈{D1,D2,M1})∈res”k ⇒ ∃ (objj,opj∈{I1,I2})∈RES”(k) with j<i

and

(obji,opi∈{I1,I2}) ∈ RES”(n’+1) ⇒
∃ (objj,opj∈{D1,D2}) ∈ RES”(n’+1) ∨ objj fulfills c at ts+k with j > i
k −1

where RES”(k) is defined by RES " ( k ) :=  res" m
m =0

In the result set of (5) some operations may miss – in the extreme case all subsets are
empty. However, it is guaranteed that for each modification or deletion a previous
insert operation exists and that for each object existing in the result set also a delete
operation is included if the object has been deleted in the database before ts+n’. The
operator ⊆’ is used instead of ⊆ for supporting the situations that an insert operation
and a succeeding modification are combined to one insert operation or that a pair of
succeeding delete and insert operations is combined to one modification. These cases
are covered by the first implication of (5).
5.2 Measure of Quality
As mentioned in section 3.4, the result of a continuous query can be used for defining
a measure of quality. Comparing the real result with that result set, some update
operations may be sent to the client after some delay. In this case, we can define the
average delay as follows:
 n'
(6) avDelay :=  ∑
 k ' =0

∑ k '−k with (obj , op) ∈ res'
i

( obji ,op )∈res 'k '

k

 n'
 / t res' k '

 k '= 0

In the consistent partial result, some operations (obji,opi) may miss. The larger the
temporal and the spatial distance of (obji,opi) to its “neighbored” operations
(obji-1,opi-1) and (obji+1,opi+1), the worse is omitting such an operation. Therefore, the
temporal and the spatial distances are squared in the following definition of the
average omitting degree (omitDeg), which is the sum of a time component (timeOD)
and a distance component (distOD).
n

(7) timeOD :=
∑
k =0
n

distOD := ∑
k =0

(timei − timei −1 )2 + (time i − timei +1 )2

∑

4 ⋅ timeSum

( obji ,op )∈res k with ( obji ,op )∉RES "

dist (loci , loci −1 ) 2 + dist (loci , loci +1 ) 2
4 ⋅ distSum
( obji ,op )∈resk with ( obji ,op )∉RES "

∑

omitDeg := timeOD + distOD

with

n

timeSum := ∑

∑ (time − time )

2

i
k =0 ( obji ,op )∈resk with ( obji ,op )∈RES
n

distSum := ∑

i +1

∑ (dist(loc , loc ))

2

i
k =0 ( obji ,op )∈resk with ( obji ,op )∈RES

n

n'

k =0

k =0

i +1

RES :=  resk and RES " :=  res" k

dist denotes the Euclidean distance between two locations. The divisors timeSum and
distSum are used for normalizing the distances. If no neighbored operation exists, the
distance to it will be defined as 0. If an object is completely missing in RES”, all
corresponding operations are aggregated in omitDeg. The complete result of a

continuous query has the omitting degree 0. An empty result set would have an
omitting degree of 1.

6. Related Work
Terry et al. [28] presented the notion of “continuous queries” in the field of database
systems. They proposed an incremental evaluation approach in order to avoid
repetitive computations. In the NiagaraCQ [4], also performance issues of the
database system have been the target. In order to support millions of queries, similar
query conditions are grouped, which allows sharing common computations and
reducing the I/O cost.
The presented work is also related to the field of spatiotemporal database systems.
In general, they have been discussed already in section 2.4. This section refers to
more specific papers with respect to continuous queries.
Wolfson et al. [33] address in their paper the problem to determine when the
location of a moving object in database should be updated: a dead-reckoning update
policy dictates that there is a deviation for which an object (e.g. a car with a GPS
receiver) should send a location or speed update to the database. In some sense, this
problem is complementary to continuous queries. In [27], three types of queries
(instantaneous queries, continuous queries and persistent queries) are distinguished
for the case of having dynamic spatial attributes, i.e. the attribute changes
continuously as a function of time, without being explicitly updated.
Because the transmission of updates is triggered by the database system, the area of
active database systems must be considered. Paton and Díaz give a good overview of
this topic in [16]; they close their article with the remark that further research is
required (among others) on the integration of active behavior with temporal facilities.
With respect to this topic, the paper of Sistla and Wolfson [26] presents two
languages for specifying temporal triggers; one of them handles temporal logic of
future events. However, special mechanisms for filtering events are not discussed in
this publication. The focus of Ramamritham et al. in their paper on integrating
temporal, real-time, and active databases [18] is on recovery and transaction issues.
Besides, the work of Rosenblum and Wolf [20] should be mentioned. In their
framework for Internet-scale event observation and notification, they demand a filter
policy within their observation model, however, without giving any details.
For designing and implementing algorithms used by the filtering component,
attention should be given to the work on incremental maintenance of materialized
views where similar problems occur, see e.g. [19] and [22].

7. Conclusions
In this paper, an important query in the field of spatiotemporal database systems – the
continuous query – has been investigated. The work was motivated by applications
tracking and presenting mobile objects in an Internet environment where different
types of clients including mobile devices are used. For such applications querying

moving spatial objects, an architecture has been proposed, which supports an XMLbased data representation. This architecture has been the base for discussing
continuous queries.
After a classification of the update operations in a spatiotemporal database system,
a formal definition of the result set of continuous queries has been presented. In order
to reduce the volume and frequency of transmissions to the clients, parameters have
been defined in order to model technical restrictions as well as the interest of a client
in a distinct update operation. A component for performing such a filtering has been
integrated into our architecture. However, delaying and not transmitting update
operations to a client mean to decrease the quality of the query result. Therefore, two
quality measures have been presented.
The next step will be the development on efficient algorithms for performing the
filtering. A special attention will be given to maintain the quality of the query results.
A further requirement to such algorithms concerns their scalability for supporting
large number of clients.
The definition of continuous queries and the XML-based representation of
spatiotemporal objects were based on a quite simple model of spatiotemporal objects.
Therefore, future work should cover a definition using a more expressive data model.
Especially, the support of motion described by a motion vector instead of a constant
object position must be investigated.
Another aspect is the behavior of the restricting parameters. The resolution of a
client may be changed by performing a zoom operation and the parameters minOps,
maxOps and minPeriod may be affected by the traffic of other users of the network
connection or by a changed capacity of the connection. For example, using the new
mobile telephone standard UMTS, the maximum speed of a connection will depend
on the distance of the mobile telephone to the next base station. Therefore, filter
algorithms are required, which observe varying parameters.
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